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ABSTRACT

A new upper bound is given for the cycle-complete graph

Ramsey

number r(C-, K"\, the smallest order for a graph which forces it to
contain either a cycle of order m or a set of n independent vertices"
Then, another cycle-complete graph Ramsey number is studied, namely
r{<C*,K,) the smallest order for a graph which forces it to contain
either a cycle of order I for some / satisfying 3</< m or a set of n
independent vertices. We obtain the exact value of r(=C^, K") for all
m) n and an upper bound which applies when rn rs large in comparison
with log n.

1. INTRODUCTION
The Ramsey number r(C*, K*) is the smallest positive integer p such that
every graph of order p contains either a cycle of order m or a set of n
independent vertices. The study of r(C^, K") was initiated by Bondy and
Erdris in [3]. Among their several results concerning Ramsey numbers for
cycles, there is a proof that, for all values of m and n,
r(C^, K,)=mnz

(1.1)

In the first part of this paper we shall give an improvement of
Journal of Graph Theory, Vol. 2 (1978) 53-64
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Bondy-Erdos bound by proving that,

for all m>3

ar,d

- 1),
where k:l@-l)121. For the particular case of ffi:4,
r(C^, K.) = {(m

-

2)(nt'n + 2) + 1}(n

n>2,
{1.2)

we shall give

a

further modest improvement of (1.2) by showing that

r(Co,K^)<c(nloglognllogn)2

(n --+ m). (1'3)

The Ramsey number r(<C*, K") is the smallest positive integer p such
that every graph of order p contains either a cycle of order / for some I
satisfying 3'<l<m or a set of n independent vertices. In one of the
earliest applications of the probabilistic method in graph theory, one of
the authors lP.E.] obtained a lower bound tor r(':C*, K"). Using a
theorem of Lov6sz, Spencer has obtained an improved lower bound for
r(<C^,K*); in [10], Spencer proves that if m is fixed and n is sufficiently
large, then

r(=C*, K*)> c{nllog n)@-t)t(m-zt

(1.4)

In this paper, we shall give the exact value of r(':C^,K") lor all m>n
and an upper bound which applies when ni is large in comparison with
logn. Interest in r(< C^,Kn) stems from several sources. In particular,
recent work has pointed to the fact that the class of Ramsey numbers
typified by r( = C*, Kn) occur very naturally in the study of Ramsey
theory for multiple colors [6].

2. NOTATION
For the most part, our notation will be in conformity with that used in [1],
[2], or [9]. All graphs considered will be finite, undirected, and without
loops or multiple edges. The graph with vertex set V and edge set E will be
denoted G(V,E).The order of the graph is lVl and its size is lEl.
For Xc V,the subgraph of G induced by X will be denoted (X). The
set of all vertices adjacent to at least one vertex of X will be denoted
I(X). In the special case where X consists of a single vertex, i.e., X:{o},
I(o) is called the neighborhood of u. If u and 0 are two vertices of the
graph, the distance d(u, u) is the length of the shortest path which
connects u and u. On occasion, in writing (X), f(X), or d(u, o) there will
be a reason for emphasizing the identity of the graph to which these
symbols refer. Accordingly, we shall write, when necessary, (X)G, fc(X),

or d6(u,u).

Whenever r represents a real number, the symbols [x] and {x} will
signify the greatest integer <x and the least integer >x, respectively.
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3. AN UPPER BOUND FOR r(C-, K")

In the proof of our upper bound for
now defined plays a central role.

r(C*,K,), the graphical property

Definition. Let / be a natural number. A
every independent set X, lf(X)l> /lxl.

graph G has property

fI, if, for

For our purposes, it will suffice to know the existence of an induced
subgraph having property II1.

Lemma. Let G(V,E) be a graph of order at least (l+l)(n-1) which
contains no set of n independent vertices. Then G contains an induced
subgraph (W) which has property II,.
Proof. Assume, to the contrary, that none of the induced subgraphs of
G has property fI,. Thus, if (W) is any induced subgraph of G, there
exists an independent set X c W such that y: I<.,"1(X) satisfies lyl <
I lXJ. With this property in mind, define Gr: G, frr: V, and for j:
1,2, . .. , set W,*1 : Wi- Z, and Gi*r : \Wr*r), where Zi: XiU Y,, X; is
an independent set, and Y, : f",(X) satisfies ltsl< / l{1. Since G is finite
and lx,l> 1 for i:1,2,..., there exists a positive integer M such that
Wv*t: A,

,
is a partition

=

,Urr,

of V, and

,:,urn
is an independent set in G(V,E). Since lZ,l<U+ 1) l&l for i:
1,2,...,M,we find that lyl<(l+1)lxl and this result contradicts the

hypothesis that G is of order at least
set of n independent vertices. I

(t+1)(n-1)

and that

it contains

no

We are now prepared to prove the main result.
Theorem 1. For all m>3 and
number r(C^, K^) satisfles
r(C^, K.) = {(m
where

k:l@-L)121.

n>2,
-

the cycle-complete graph Ramsey

Z)(ntrt' + 2) + 1)(n

-

1),
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Proof. Assume G(V,E) to be a graph of order (l+1)(n-1) which
contains no cycle of order m and no set of n independent vertices. We
shall show that if l={(m-2)(n1ru +2)}, these assumptions about G lead
to a contradiction.
By means of the preceding lemma, we know that G contains an
induced subgraph H:<W> which has property II,. By heredity, FI contains no C* and no set of n independent vertices. Henceforth, we shall
disregard the original graph G and, instead, focus our attention on the

H and its assumed properties.
Let x be an arbitrary vertex of H. We may assume that H is connected.
Otherwise, we would simply work within the connected component of H
which contains x. Set k:l@-1)121and, for i:1,2,...,k, define A,:
{oldr(x,o):,}.We shall refer to the set A, as the ith level.
A central part of our argument is the claim that for each i, i :
1,2,. .. , k, the induced subgraph (A,) contains an independent set of at
least {lA;l/(rz-2)} vertices. The justification of this claim is based on the
construction of a spanning tree, T, and the introduction of a total
ordering for each of the sets A,, i:1,,2,...,k. These processes are
carried forth simultaneously according to a recursive procedure which we
now describe. First, order the vertices of A, in an arbitrary way.
Assuming that the process has been carried out to the ith level, proceed
as follows. Make each vertex in A,*, adjacent in T to the least element of
A, to which it is adjacent in H. Then order the vertices of A,*r in
conformity with the following requirement. If vertices y and z in A,*, are
adjacent in T to vertices u and a, respectively, in A, and if u ( u, then
graph

y<2.

of vertices u1., D2,...,DM in A, satisfying u, (ur( "'I
uy will be called a monotonic sequence.
If, for such a sequence of vertices, (Dr, Dr, . . . , D,a) is a path (A,), then
P: (ur, o2, . . ., oy) will be called a monotonic path. We now claim that
since 11 contains no C^, there can be no monotonic path of order m-1.
Suppose that there were such a path, P: (ur, D2, . . . , rt--r). Let

A

sequence

dx

:

m?x d7(ui,

ui*t):

d7(tr", u"*r).

A consideration of the relationship between the construction of T and the
ordering of the sets A,, i:1",2,...,k, shows that, in tact, dr(a,,u,):d*
for all rss and />s*1. Moreover, it is apparent that, whatever the
value of d*, there exist vertices o. and o, such that the subpath of P,
(D,,D,+y...,ur), together with the path connecting u, and u, in T, forms a
cycle of order rr. Since H contains no such cycle, we have proved that
(A,) contains no monotonic path of order m-1.
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We now employ the pigeonhole principle to prove that (A,) contains an
independent set of at least {lA; l/(m - 2)} vertices. To each vertex u in (A,)
assign as a label the order of the longest monotonic path in (A,) which
has u as its least element and note that, by deflnition, two vertices having
the same label must be independent. Since there is no monotonic path of
order m-1, the possible labels are the integers 1. through m-2. An
application of the pigeonhole principle yields at least {lA;l/(m-2)} vertices having the same label and these are necessarily independent.
For i: 1,2,...,k, let B; denote a maximal independent subset of A,
and let r,:lB,lllB;rl with lBol: 1. Since H has property fI1, we know that
lf(B,)l= I lBrl for i : 1,2,..., k. Also, since f(B') e Ai-tuAi uA,*, and
lB,l={lA,ll@-2)}, it follows that for i:1,2,...,k,
(m -2)(lB,-,1+ lB,l+
\
I

I

\
\

lB,*11)

> I lB,l.

(3.1)

In terms of the ralio, rr, this inequality becomes

l-J=-r)-1, i:1,2,..., k- 1.
r,*,>\m_Z
/ r,
If we now set I: {(m-Z)(n'tk +2)}, then
ri*r=-n1tk +l-llrr, i: L,2,. . . ,k-L.
Since r,

>{ll@

n'tk, it follows by induction using (3.3) that

-Z)}>
i: 1,2,..., k, and hence lBul : rttz' ' ' h) n, contradicting
sumption that fI contains no set of n independent vertices. I

for

(3.2)

(3'3)

r,)

nrtk

our

as-

We note that for the case where m is euen, an improvement of (1.1) is
already available from a result of Bondy and Simonovits [4], used in
conjunction with Turdn's theorem. With m:21, the upper bound obtained this way is, asymptotically, (2001n1u4-t') (l fixed, 4 -+ m). The
upper bound given by Theorem 1 is, asymptotically, 2(l-l1nrr<r-u-

4. THE SPECIAL GASE OF rlCo, K"l
With two exceptions, the bound given by Theorem 1 represents progress
toward understanding the behavior of. r(C^, K") when m is fixed and n is
large. The first exceptiot, w:3, is classical. Concerning this well studied
case, it is known [cf. 7, Chap. 5] that there exist constants c, and c, such
that, for all sufficiently large n,
crnz(loglogn)

ffi.r(c,,K*)<

log n
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by

is known' However'
Concerning the second exception, m:4',less
Yackel
[8]' [cf' 7 ' pp' 26-29f'
making use of the method of G'uu"' and
is contained in
which
that
one can prove a stronger statement than
by Spencer and
obtained
first
Theorem 1. The theoreri which follows was
It is
published'
been
g.],
not
has
but the proof
ifr" authors tp.
"i
"r"
included here for the sake of completeness'
Theorem 2
r(ca,

K,).

r (,,

tilrJ;* .,)'

(n

+

m;.

contains

1 which
Proo!. Let G(V,E) be a graph of otder .r(Co'Kn*t) - graph obtained
the
Since
oo Caand no set of ,ii l'i"p"na"'t vertices'
tromGbyaddinganisolatedvertexmustcontainasetofn+lindepenS of n independent vertices'
dent vertices, we know that G contains a set
R(X)=f(8nS' For k:
let
Let T= V-S and, for every XcT,
19'
and
k)'
If-: lTtl
;, i,.-.., n, define f.:t'lxe'T,ln(x)l:
follows that No:0'
it
set'
independent
lu'ge'
of'a
part
not
is
S
Since

argument' If I':2n*L'
Also, N, =2n, as *" "urr '""iy the follorn'ing
therearethreeverticesinTwhichareadjacenttothesamesinglevertex
then G has a set
i"l. fi any two of these three vertices are independent'
a Co'
contains
certainly
of ru * 1 independent vertices' Otherwise, G
commo"
a
to
qi11 ?-f
Note that no two vertices in T can be adjacent
Ca. Since every vertex ln
a
contain
would
G
then
for
S,
in
u".,i.".
for
for at least (!) pairs of vertices in S' it follows that

,j t-

accounts

all m>2,

*

O

ntu-t)

.I-*u = 1,,'=;1*4'
\z)
Thus, with the choice

of nr left at our discretion' we may write

r(Co.K.)<r(c+,K,*r) < L*3n*t x,
The required bound

(4.1)

on i-

-m

Np can be realized by proving that

$'2)
if Nt

is

and an independentset C in
too large, then there *ll,toJ*1tt a set AcS
were so' then G would
this
(Tr) such that R(C)=a""'J tcl>lAl'.If

containasetofatleastn+lindependentvertices.Thesituationjust
of such an independent set
described is illustrateJ i" rig. 1. The existence
(To)
dictated by the fact that
in (fu) is tied to constraints on the edges of
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FIGURE

1.

Existence of a larger independent set.

G contains a Cu. Note that if x and y are any two vertices of T, then
lR(x) n R(y) | is either 0 or 1, for, otherwise, G contains a Ca. Accordingly,
we classify each edge {x, y} in (To) as either type 0 or type L. Let M6,o and
Mu,, denote the number of type 0 and type 1 edges, respectively, in (Tu)
and let Mk:Mk,o+MkJ.
Let x be an arbitrary vertex in Te and suppose that x is incident in (7'u)
with edges {x, yr}, . . . , {r, y1}. Since G contains no Ca, the sets R(y,),
i:1, . . . , l, are disjoint and, therefore, kl < n. Similarly, suppose that of
the incident edges, {x, yt}, . . . ,{x, y-} are of type 1. Again, since G
contains no C4, the vertices R(r) n R(y,), i: l, . . . , m, are distinct and,
therefore,

msk. Finally,

the degree bounds,

l=nlk

and m

edge bounds,

= k, imply the

Mx<Nrful2k)

(4.3)

MtrlNk(klz),

(4.4)

and

respectively.

At this juncture, we employ the probabilistic

method to prove that,
and CeTu such that C is an
independent set, R(C)c A, and lcl> lAl. Let O denote the sample space
consisting of all subsets of S and, with the value of p to be chosen later,
assign the probability P(A):ptAt(\-p) lol to each AcS. Equivalently,
each vertex in S has independent probability p of belonging to A.
Corresponding to each A g S, define
unless Nu<5n2 lkntlu, there exist

AcS

B:{xlxeTu, R(x)c41
let C denote a maximal independent subset of B.
Let us introduce the random variables Xo=lAl and

and

X":lCl.

The
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expected value of

Xa

is

E(X)=

(4.s)

nP.

the value of lCl, but we may obtain a lower
;;J i;; lcl uv subtracting the size of (B) from lBl. It follows that the
expected value of X" satisfies

It is difficult to ascertain

E(X")>

Nopu

-

(MupP'u

* M1",1p'k-')'

(4'6)

with the fact that
Using the bounds given in (4'3) and (4'4)' together
p2k-t - pru -0, we find that
p',.)).
(4.7)
E(X") = N. (p- -"t!_tJ"(p"-1-

rt p>k2l@+k2), then k(p'u-'-p'u)12<np'nlzk
restriction on P, we maY be sure that
E(X") >Nn (p*

-

and so' by placing this
(4.8)

rup'k I k').

calculalion.lh.ows that
Now, let us set O=1kl}n)rtk' An elementary
and n>1,with equalitv iff k=2and
ikl;h;;;=-;'il"*i'lio, ofuitp :k>2
q{Zn)ttk
is consistent with the previously
n = 4. Hence, our choice
made
-"ii restriction.

a set of at
> E(Xo), then it would be certain that G contains
we know
case'
the
be
not
1 independent vertices' As this must

f ti"l

least n *
that

(4.e)

kNr,l4ru'n(kl}n)'tk,
and hence
N k - (4n2 I k)(kl 2n)tt

k

<

5 n2 I

knrtk,

(4.10)

simple fact that' for all
where, in the last inequality, we have used the
increasing k as long
i-=1-,'611;,* <5l4.r,or nxea n, knltk decreases with
that
u* li <iog n. Hence, it m <log n, it is certainly true

i *.5n2ln't^.

k:2
Referring to (4.2), we have
r(Co, K^) < |

*

3

n

*

5 n2

1

ntt ^ +

n2 f

rn2'

the bound
Finally, by taking m-lognl(Zloglog n), we obtain
(n
r(Ca, K,)< c(n log log nllog n)2
as

claimed.

I

-, -1,
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5. EXACT RESUITS FOR
r(< C^.K.|

NUMBERS
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Bondy and Erdcis

have proved
uy. itt"- rr1,. r,[3]
they r(c^, K^1=
!? n'-2,
*|.;J'"iitt }ii
m-ts Isulliciently
with n, then the
",1,'".
larqr
criricar. o ,,,,,,11- "r,^-,1^,,,^:.,"",
'uno'i'al :';;;i: :t':'lf"i:r::'il113:,1' 'o'npu'i'o,,

ry'""Lfi$ff *[;t:',,t]fr-*-3";*;;':#fr

,Tf;#

to be critical. Another r""rr"-ri
in ,nir .lum'l'.
l(=c^,&)
er
ffi"J,
specified intervals,
independent of rn.
i, i.
""rri-i,
Iteorem 3. For all n>2,

and

r(=C*'
r(=C*,

K') = 2n

- 1 if m 22n - l,

K,):2n if n<m{2n_l-

Proof. The example of
m, r(=C^, K^)>2n: i.;; n_ I disioi

iriliiq
c

copies

of K, shows rhat, for

an

*
f',"t?J"
";zrTiffil"i
F:ry,'!':,"",:l-e*
,o*,t=i.]ii:tpl ;_sf*,,o.r,"".
rri"lJ" o*" l;ii
.=,$,,ffi
shown

immediate.

ffi ffi'::?i;;ir"*#,=ffi
ffi
conr.qr"ri;ffi;::#l"i""l; 'j

G is a rorest, tr,e r"ruli
if
;;;rl
Not" tr,,t
il;ll:19i,il1",?"Jii.ll"
:,
l,Ii'1"
subgraph homeom
it would
'o'olanar'
graph which i. t,o,ro^lPh" i1"'rlol?
A simple count shows
"ontui''l
that a
l=n+l is of orr'*'olRhicfrom &';'''

o

*,;;;;

liiHii:'tf :i:1ItT,,?*i,:;T
;??t;T'J'?IJ,'J.i,;;;J;':"*"::fi :I',1:"?#;lmi*:l
!":"",*il.-,,",;l,f

i:i,$fl

lr on at weone cycre we
ilij$"Li'&;t*i"r'*x;.|;
LI"l graph-and
nore thar for
.u"ry r";;r";:i"
#'i#i'i,'llffi",i*;JI).'il
the Iength
i=-i:l:::1,'#i:::31'19"'r";"f
reast

thrs graph the boundarv
or

ttre ;in

of the.cycte trrrirr
."*ilr. i;Jrl"tJ"
rr,"'ilirraury ot
r, slnce each cycle
is of length at lea"t
nf 2,
zq:
r(n*2),
.f.L,> . _/,
;:r
(5.1)
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and, by Euler's formula,
p

: q- r +z>1fu +2) - r *2 = i"

+z'

(s.21

2n'

that G is of order
If r>4,then p> 2n*2,in contradiction of the fact(X)
is either a cycle or'
Our conclusion is that i must be either 2 or 3' i'e''

;;";;

to every
graph In either case, there is a ve-rtex' x' which belongs
a set of
it
contains
C ffence, G-x is airee of order Zn-t and so

.V.i"
"t
vertices.
n independent

t

6. AN UPPER BOUND FOR B(<
COMPARTSON WiTH log n

C-'K,l

WHEN m lS LARGE lN

by Theorem 3
The slowly varying nature of r(<C-, K,) as revealed
}fow large
question'
thelollowing
pr"Lp,. trirther"in{uiry in the.toTl 9l
In answer to this question'
must ru be in order to make r(<C*,K*)tZit
we shall show the existence of a constant A' such-that

r(<C*'K')<

of our proof is the
t(2+e)ni whenever m>lA,logn]' At the crux
following result.

A< 6 <1'12 and let n > 3'
Lemma. Let 6 be a fixed real number satisfying
If G(V,E) is a gtuftt of order n and size at least {(1+6)n}' then G
a cycle e f". some I satisfying 3<l<2llogn/log(1+6)l'

"oriui.,*

holds

th.e-lemma
Prooft For the case of n:3, {(1+6)3}>4 an-d
4/log (1 + 5)] > 6.
q,
>
2[log
5
and
S)4}
{iti
vacuousty. For the c*" ot n:
C3 and so the stated
e grrft"ot order 4 and size at least 5 contains a and
assume that the
n>4
take
now
orooosition certainly holds' We
3<m{n'
satisfying
proposition holds for every
'?1
and A, :
Let x be an arbitrary'vertex of G and define Ao: {x}
Set k : [log nllog(1'+ 6)] and define
1u 1ip, A: i) tor i: \,2,' ' ' '
k

A:UAU
i:1
proposition' G contains no
We now assume that, contrary to the stated
(A)
is a tree'
cycle of order I '2k.It follows that
We maY assume that for i: 0, 1, ' ' ' , k,

i

t,,.,t>(1+s)

i

lo,l,

(6.1)
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otherwise, since

(A) is a tree, the graph G-X

where

I

X: U
U AI
o

is a graph of order mln and size at least {(L+6)m}. In this case, G
would contain a cycle of order l'2!ogmllog(l*6)], contrary to our
assumption.

From inequality (6.1) we obtain_

lA,*,1'

(1 +

s)+

u.i

lo,l,

j:0,1,...,k-

(6.2)

By induction, it follows that
(6.3)
i:1,2,...,k+1.
lAjl> (1+ 6)i,
In particular, since k+1>log nllog(1.*6), our assumption that G contains no cycle of length l<2k has led to the absurd conclusion that
lAu*rl> n. !
We are now prepared to prove the previously stated upper bound.
Theorem 4. Let e> 0 be fixed. There exists a corresponding constant
such that

A.

r(=C^,K")<{(2+e)n|
*henever rn>lA" log n].

hoof. Let us set 5 = el2(2+ e) and A.:2llog (1+ 5). Let G(V, E) be
graph
a
of order p:{(2+e)nl and let Hr,...,}ln denote the connected
components of G. If, for some component H,lE(H)l> (1+ 6) lV(f)1, our
lemma shows that H, and hence G, contains a cycle C1 for some I
satisfying 3<l<fA.log nl. If not, i.e., if IE(II)l<(1+5) | y(H) for every
component, then by deleting at most {5p} appropriately chosen edges, we
obtain a forest F of order p. Now we know that F contains a set of at
least {pl2l independent vertices. Upon reinstatement of the deleted edges,
G is still in possession of a set of at least {pl2}-{6p}:n independent
vertices. I

7.

OUESTTONS

Our present understanding of the behavior of r(C-, K") and r(<C*, K.)
still leaves much to be desired. This is perhaps most apparent in the case
of m fixed and n large, where we lack asymptotic formulas for either
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r(C*,K*) or r(<C-, K"). At

present, we only know that

n)(*'t)rt^') < r(- C*, K,) = r(C^, Kn) < crnl*r/[(m 7)/z).
A second problem area concerns the behavior of r(C^,K,) as a
function of nt, when n is fixed. From f3'1, we know thatif m>ru'-2.then
r(C*, K,): (m- 1)(n - 1)+ 1,
cr(nllog

and so, eventually, the Ramsey number increases montonically with nr.
We now pose two questions:
(i) What is the smallest value of m such that r(C*, K,):
(m * l)(ru - 1) + 1? It is conjectured that this formula holds for all m > n.
(ii) What value of m gives the minimum value of r(C,., K^)? From the
bounds quoted above, we know that if n is fixed, but suitably large, then

r(C^, K^)> r(Cr^-r,

K,,) and

r(C,^, Kn)> r(Cr*,

I

I

K.)

for sufficiently small values of m. It is possible at that for a suitably large
fixed value of n, r(C^, K") first decreases monotonically, then attains a
unique minimum, then increases monotonically with nl.
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